
(1) Resolution against Terrorism

Islam is a Religion of Peace. It is a blessing for the entire humanity. It teaches its followers to
live in peace, tranquility, tolerance and to have mutual understanding with all human beings. It
opposes any kind of violence, strife or terrorism and deplores the killings, murder and violence,
in any form as a great sin and unpardonable ill.

Islam is basically a religion of peace. The peace and order are the integral parts of the religion
and therefore is opposed to any act of terrorism. Despite this, efforts are being made consistently
to link Islam with terrorism.

i) This General Session of the Jamiat-Ulama-i-Hind, strongly condemn this attitude and
wish to make it categorically clear that Islam doesn’t allow the killing of innocent
persons  or  disturbing  peace  on  earth  or  violence  in  any  manner  whatsoever.  It
deplores these acts as unpardonable sin.

ii) This session of Jamiat-Ulama-i-Hind feels that an act of terrorism or violence in any
form whether committed by an individual or by an organization, needs to be equally
condemned. In case where official agencies patronize the terrorism then it becomes
more stringent.

iii) Recently, a few individuals are found involved in the bomb explosions occurred in
Malegaon and Madosa. They were found either associated with or influenced by the
organizations like RSS and other like minded  Hindu outfits as per the findings of
ATS of Maharashtra Govt, in its Reports. In view of this to raise finger against any
particular community or religion, is highly unjust. This house strongly feels that to
ascribe  a  mistake  of  an individual  with the whole  community  disturbs  the  whole
society and its negative effects create spate of hatred against each other. This house
appeals to all the Govt. agencies to refrain from identifying terrorism with a particular
religion or community.

iv) Now a days, a lot of confusion has been created by identifying Jihad with terrorism. It
is a baseless propaganda. 'Jihad' and terrorism are poles apart while Jihad is basically
a  constructive  phenomenon,  the  terrorism is  based  on  destruction  alone.  Jihad  is
permitted only for restoring peace and is a fundamental right of human being. The
terrorism is a crime and in the eyes of Quran and Islamic values, the biggest crime.
The terrorism invokes harassment, fear and killing of each other and suspend law and
order and workout to destroy social and political order. It is thus required to define
'Jihad' in its right perspective.

v) The whole country should strive to take a misled deviated section of youth of the
country to right path. We should stop them by all means. It is mandatory for us, the
Indians to help each other in maintaining peace and harmony in the society, and to
fight  unitedly  against  social  strife  and  violence.  More  particularly,  the  official
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agencies  are  required  to  do the  duty without  any prejudices,  and to  create  a  just
society.

vi) This  House  appeals  to  all  the  media  persons  of  this  country  to  refrain  from
interpreting the events with any bias and to analyse the national  and international
events independently in right perspective.

This house also reiterates our Covenant upon which we have based our entire struggle  from the
very beginning and for which the Indian history is a witness, that we the Indians Muslims, have
always endeavored to see our country, India as an independent, stable, sovereign and a developed
country  and  we always  condemned  all  those  forces  and individuals  who did  not  believe  in
secular fabric of society and it is they who were  responsible for the backwardness of the country
in a big way. We, the Muslims of India, will never allow such elements to succeeded in their
designs and will fight them out, unitedly. We are against any kind of terrorist activity and are
ready to fight it with the help of our other brothers as our history is a witness.
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(2) Resolution on the Recommendations of the Sachar Committee and 
the Ranganath Misra Commission.

This General Session of the Jamiat-Ulama-i-Hind, appreciates the gesture of Prime Minister of
India, for appointing a high level committee, i.e. Sachar Committee, to collect information on the
social  and educational  backwardness  of  Indian  Muslims.  We feel  that  the  efforts  of  Jamiat-
Ulama-i-Hind have played an important role in this respect. Jamiat-Ulama-i-Hind had long back
started a  signature campaign and drawn attention  towards the deteriorating  representation  of
Muslims in all spheres of life and urged upon the authorities to do the needful in this regard. The
points highlighted by Jamiat-Ulama-i-Hind in its various Resolutions and particularly by Fidai
Millat,  Moulana  Asad Madani,  in  his  Presidential  addresses,  have  now been ratified  by  the
Sachar Committee. Now the UPA Govt. without any kind of Communal pressures, should take
effective  steps  for  the  development  of  the  Muslims  and  ensuring  their  representations.  The
Sachar Committee has submitted its Report  after  analyzing the backwardness of the Muslim
Community in all walks of life but nothing concrete has been done so far for their development.
in view of the above, this house resolves to draw the attention of the Govt. to take urgent and
effective  steps  to  implement  the  Recommendations  of  the  Sachar  Committee  Report  and to
ensure the adequate representation of Muslims in all spheres of life particularly in the Govt. and
Semi Govt. institutions, jobs, education, legislative institutions, Lok Sabha and Assemblies and
the judiciary.

The  house  further  resolves  to  implement  the  Ranganath  Commission  Recommendations,  to
remove the discrimination under Article 341 and to extend the reservation facility to Muslims,
Christians and Dalits and to ensure 10% Reservation to the Muslims. It is necessary that all such
recommendations should be brought at  the floor of the Parliament  for discussion and ensure
speedy implementation.
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(3) Resolution for Muslims Reservation 

This General Session of the Jamiat-Ulama-i-Hind, express its concern on the nominal presence
of Muslims in the educational institutions, jobs, opportunities and the legislative institutions like
Parliament, state assemblies and the village Panchayts, due to a persistent discrimination against
them. We feel that it is the infringement of the fundamentals rights given to the minorities by our
constitution.  As per  the Govt.  figures,  the  Muslims constitute  more than 13% of  the Indian
population but their representation in various spheres in less than 2%. It has resulted into their
extreme poverty and socio-economic and educational backwardness. The prejudicial  behavior
meted  out  to  them  in  the  official,  semiofficial  and  representative  institutions  is  going  on
unchecked against them during last sixty years. 

Their  recruitment  in the army, intelligence and other high institutions  is totally  banned. It  is
believed that discrimination is made against them in the UPSC and other Administrative exams.
Also the Justice Sachar Committee report has prove that the economic, educational, political and
social condition of the Muslims is worse than that of Dalit. This house therefore demands that: 

i) Muslims  should  be  given  representation  in  all  spheres  in  accordance  with  their
proportion of population and to ensure this, the constitutional or legal hurdles, if any,
should immediately be removed. The Muslims should be declared most backward
community barring its creamy layer.

ii) Separate  quota  should  be  ear  marked  for  the  Muslims  OBC sections,  which  are
recognized by and listed in the Mandal Commission without any discrimination.

iii) Muslims and Christian Dalits should be treated at par with other Dalits by amending
Article 341 of the constitution.

iv) The  facilities  extended  to  the  Muslims  Bunkers  and  other  professional  sects  by
treating  them under  Schedule  Caste  category  should be  extended  to  the  Muslims
Biradaries also.

Due to continuous follow up by Jamiat Ulama-i-Hind specially  its Andhra Pradesh unit the
Govt of Andhra Pradesh has taken centain initiatives for given reservation to Muslim. These
initiatives  though  there  are  not  sufficient  and  don’t  meet  out  the  requirements  entirely
nevertheless we appreciative such initiatives and not that hundreds of Muslims youth have
certainly benefited from them. Other State Govt should also follow the example of Andhra
Pradesh.  
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(4) Resolution on Communal Violence.

This General Session of Jamiat-Ulama-i-Hind express its deep concern and register its strong
protest that although UPA Govt. is going to complete its five years term but the Law against the
Communal Violence has not yet been formulated. Congress party had promised in its electoral
manifesto and UPA govt had declared in its Comman Minimum Programme that it will pass bill
for prevention of communal riots and compensation of victims. But no meaningful beginning is
made in this direction. The Administrative Reform Commission has given its negative comments
on any such proposal of the Ministry of Home Affairs. The Commission feels that the existing
laws are sufficient to handle the communal violence. In its opinion the existing laws should be
made more effective and strong. 

Jamiat-Ulama-i-Hind has consistently demanded to pass special bill for prevention of communal
riots and to chalk out an effective policy for the award of compensation to the victims. Protection
of life and property is the prime responsibility of the Govt. and therefore the Jamiat-Ulama-i-
Hind, demand from the Govt. to openly come out with an effective law to fight out the existing
situation so that the life and property of the innocent citizen be well protected and the justice be
given  to  the  victims.  The  recent  spate  of  communal  violence  at  Burhanpur,  Adiladabad,
Malegaon,  Rabwadi,  Dhule  Orrisa  and  Karnataka  has  further  accentuated  its  need  and  any
negligence shown in this respect has disturbed the law and order situation.
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(5) Resolution on the Unity of Muslims, Dalits and other Minorities.

This General Session of Jamiat Ulama-i-Hind believes that India is land of various Minority
Communities including Dalits. Together they constitute the majority. If they stand united they
can have effective stake in power. But a strong elite and ruling section of society, has always
ruled them over and kept them away from the progress and the development  of the country
which has resulted in their calculative and planned backwardness. We sincerely believe that by
ignoring the Dalits and Minorities of the country, this country can never make any progress and
this situation has given rise to a microscopic section of neorich and an imbalance in the use of
economic resources. It has generally been observed that during the spate of communal violence
in Various parts of the country, only Dalits, Muslims, the Christians and the Tribals are made the
targets who are bereft of resources. This house therefore urge upon the minorities living in this
country to come closer in their social behavior and bring a solid unity amongst themselves. We
feel  that  to  achieve  this  objective,  it  would  be  extremely  difficult.  Keeping  in  view  the
expediencies  and national interest, we should over come on all such constraints and create a
conducive atmosphere. In view of the special situation in the country, we feel that the life and
teachings  of  the  Prophet  MOHAMMAD  (P.B.U.H)  be  propagated,  extensively.  The  radical
movement started by Jamiat-Ulama-i-Hind under the leadership of its leader, Hzt. Maulana Asad
Madani, for better relation among the Dalits and Muslims,  and for ending the social differences
and under which a programme of social interaction and common eating was launched, should
immediately  be revived.  Being Muslims,  we should come out  of  the  false  notions  of  social
superiously and take up the movement for social  interaction between Dalits and Muslims, to
ensure a national unity. We urge upon all the Indians to encourage such social unity programmes.
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(6) Resolution on Muslim Awkaf.

This General Session of the Jamiat-Ulama-i-Hind, wish to register its concern that despite the
passage of Awkaf Act, 1995, illegal tempering with and unlawful encroachment on the wakf
properties is still going on. Irrespective of the intentions and the will of the dower, the income
and proceedings of the wakf properties is allowed for personal benefits.

The  safety  of  Muslims  wakf  properties  and the  income  received  out  of  that  and  its  proper
utilization has always been on the agenda of the Jamiat-Ulama-i-Hind and we always stood for
that. We feel that the Awkaf Act of 1995, has also lost its utility owing to the bureaucratic apathy
and perjudices and consequently, it has reduced only on a paper and the illegal encroachment on
the wakf properties  is  still  going, unchecked.  The Sachar  Committee  had also taken serious
notice of this aspect and a recently constituted Parliamentary Awkaf committee, created for the
soul purpose of safety and protection of wakf properties, has also expressed its concern on this
sorry state of affairs.

More  shockingly,  Muslims  themselves  are  also  found  indulged  in  the  encroachment  and
damaging  the  wakf  properties.  in  view of  this,  the  Jamiat-Ulama-i-Hind  demands  from the
central and state government:

i) That  wakf  Act  1995  should  be  honestly  and  strongly  implemented  after  making
suitable  amendments  and  the  wakf  properties,  which  are  valued  in  billions,  be
properly managed: as per the will of the dowers.

ii) Al the wakf properties be exempted from the Rent Control Act and it shouldn't be left
merely on the discretion of the bureaucats. This house also feel that a conference be
convened  to  point  out  and  discuss  the  short   comings  of  the  wakf  Act  and  its
recommendations be presented to the Govt.

iii) Wakf Act should be suitably amended to get the wakf properties vacated as on the
pattern of the Public property Act.

iv) The function of the Muslims Awkaf be remodelled as on the pattern of Gurudwara
Prabandhak Committee.
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(8) Resolution on Palestine

This General Session of the Jamiat-Ulama-i-Hind, strongly condemns the barbarism, attacks and
killing on the innocent Palestinians, enacted by the Israel and Zionist forces. The house also feels
concerned on the activism of Israeli government to destroy the economic resources of Palestine
state and to deprive the Palestinian people from the basic necessities of life. We also condemn
the Zionists and American designs and action in this regard and believe that Israel is a stumbling
block in the creation of state of Palestine. The way in which the Israel tries to grab the Palestine
land it denotes the expansionist designs of Zionism and has made them other greatest hurdle in
the path of international peace. We also register our protest on the excavation of land and recent
construction made near the Mosque as it may endanger its safety. We appeal the Committee of
the Nations, and the world super powers to immediately intervene and solve the crisis.

We appreciate  the recent  announcement  of no war talk between Israel and Palestine and the
assurance given by the Israel to vacate the occupied land. But we strongly disapprove the rising
friendship between the Government of Israel and India and particularly the cooperation in the
defence matters and urge upon the Indian government not to deviate from the established policy
of Foreign Affairs chalked out by Mahatma Gandhi and Pandit Nehru.

We strongly demand from the government:

1. To  continue  with  the  previous  policy  towards  the  Palestinians  and  to  play  an
important role to solve the problem and to get genocide of the Palestinians stopped
completely.

2. To pave the way for the establishment of a stable, authoritative and  sovereign state of
Palestine.

3. To  remove  the  illegal  Israeli  occupation  from the  Mosque  and  to  hand  over  the
control of Al-Qudus to the Palestinians as per Oslo agreement.

4. To stop the expansionist designs of Israel and to stop the new settlements in Palestine
area.

5. To establish a stable peace in West Asia, it is required to dis-arm the Israel from the
atomic and destructive weapons. USA and other world powers should immediately
take a initiative.

6. To demolish the Wall of Separation made with a purpose to demarcate the Palestine
and Israeli areas.

7. To provide the basic amenities of life for the people of Palestine.

8. The Israel should vacate all Arab land as soon as possible.
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(12) Resolution on Communal Harmony

India is a land of various communities, religions and sects. Communal harmony is our greatest
need without which the country can not make any progress. There are some divisive forces who
work for creating the communal gulf and social hatred in the society and use communal violence
as their best instrument. This gives serious jolts to the national progress.

Jamiat-Ulama-i-Hind wishes to see our India at the top of the developed countries by 2020. 

To achieve this aim, the House feel it necessary to that Muslims:

1. To work for communal harmony at every level.

2. To ask the Muslim brethren to behave nicely as per the Islamic teachings with all
other  country  men  and  particularly  with  oppressed  section  of  Indian  society,
Minorities, Dalits etc. by having excellent social interaction.

3. To organize Community lunches etc.

4. By organizing Muslim- Dalit and with other community meetings to understand each
other.

5. To extend hand of cooperation when ever necessary.

6. To adhere to the Islamic teachings based upon human values and to spread the same.
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(13) Resolution on American barbarism against the people of Iraq

This General Session of the Jamiat-Ulama-i-Hind, strongly condemn the barbaric activities of
America and its allies against Iraq and also register a sad note on the most ineffective role of
Muslim governments. We feel that the America and the allies have perpetuated a reign of terror
against the innocent citizen of Iraq . This is highly inhuman and against any civil society. The
USA had earlier announced to provide peace, democracy and liberty to the people of Iraq and
justified its intervention but we are sorry to note that nothing has been achieved and contrary to
that the excesses against them are increased, tremendously. The events related to the Abu Garib
prison are highly inhuman and embarrassing for the entire humanity. In the name of democracy
and independence,  the Iraq has been plunged into anarchy, terror and social  crisis. Each and
every action of the US government is becoming a curse for the innocent citizen and the civil
society.

We urge upon the United Nation to set the American intervention stopped immediately and to get
the people of Iraq free from American occupation.
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(14) Establishment of Modern Educational Institutes

This session of Jamiat-Ulama-i-Hind strongly feel that the Muslim of India are highly backward
in the realm of modern education. It is the main cause of their socio economic backwardness. A
section of Muslim students who get admission in the government and semi-government common
institutions for modern courses, get isolated and sometimes become unaware about their Islamic
values. It is therefore necessary for the competent Muslims to establish;

1. As many primary, secondary, higher secondary school and colleges, as possible

2. To  establish  professional  and  technical  institutions  like  Engineering,  Medical,
Vocational,  Pharmacy  etc.  (Jamiat  has  taken  initiative  in  this  regard and  a  few
institutions are under pipeline)

3. Only the existing modern syllabus be taught alongwith a special  arrangements for
providing education about religious studies

4. Special arrangements for the training of teachers be made to achieve this aim.

5. To establish non-residential modern educational institutions for the girls education is
essential  and to carve out a special  syllabus for them which should be completed
within six years period. On completion of 10 years of age, complete ‘shariat’ norms
be observed while continuing their education.
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(15) Resolution on American intervention in Afghanistan

This session of Jamiat-Ulama-i-Hind strongly condemn the terror launched by the United States
of America and other powers in Afghanistan in the name of crushing ‘terrorism’ Their presence
in Afghanistan is against the international laws. Their unlawful preserve             and action in
Afghanistan and Iraq has greatly disturbed the sovereignty of countries like Iran and Pakistan.
Their unholy desire to have a control on the natural wealth and resources have totally destroyed
the economy and education of both the countries and the future of the people is in dark. The
anger of the people is increasing day by day. 

The more alarming news is that India has also now sent its army to Afghanistan. it is a clear
departure from its policy under the American influence. It would further deteriorate the situation
and will disturb peace.

This session demands from Govt. of India not to deviate from its established norms of foreign
policy under any pressure from UPA and the steps taken recently be reviewed. We also appeal the
United Nations and other world powers particularly the 'Third World' Countries to use its good
offices to save the Afghanistan from outsiders 
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